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Conditions for Laserworld Best Buy Guarantee

We now offer a Best Buy Guarantee for all of our products marked with the 
Best Buy seal. Laserworld always tries to offer the best price on the market.
Please read the conditions for our guarantee.
It‘ quite easy:

1. Valid for our customers - world wide
The Laserword Best Buy Guarantee (Best Buy) is valid for our customers  
world wide.

2. Valid for all products with Best Buy Seal 
Best Buy is valid for all products that are marked with the Best Buy seal.

3. Comparison product hast to be on stock at a commercial 
vendor
The comparison product has to be on stock at the claimed lower price 
at a commercial vendor at the time of the Best Buy claim and must be 
deliverable in short term. 

4. Important product specifications has to be comparable
The comparison product has to be a laser product with similar specifica-
tions in important parameters (condition, output power, color spectrum, 
beam specifications, scanner system, operation modes, etc.) to the 
corresponding Laserworld product.

5. Prove the reference price and product specifications 
The proof of the lower price must be given, e.g. by providing a written quote, a competitor‘s pricelist or another 
unquestionable price publication.

6. Consider shipping costs
When comparing prices the shipping costs for the compared products are important to evaluate the actual price. 
That‘s why these need to be considered.

7. Valid for brand new and originally packed products, no auctions
Comparison product needs to be brand new and originally packed. Explicitly not acceptable as comparison unit are 
demo units, manufacturing seconds, returns and auction units (e.g. E-Bay. List is not exhaustive)

In case of incorrect price statements, particluar spelling mistakes, only the actual price is valid. 
You can claim Best Buy via e-mail, through our website, our shopping system or by phone.  
Best Buy may be discontinued if misused.

All criteria met?
Contact us - we will grant you the same or even a better price for the claimed product! 

Hotline:  0049 - (0)741 - 174899-0
Mail:   info@laserworld.com
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